Do naive juvenile seabirds forage differently from adults?
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Foraging skills of young individuals are assumed to be inferior to those of adults. The reduced efficiency of naive individuals may be the primary cause of the high juvenile mortality and explain the deferment of maturity in long-lived species. However, the study of juvenile and immature foraging behaviour has been limited so far. We used satellite telemetry to compare the foraging movements of juveniles, immatures and breeding adult wandering albatrosses Diomedea exulans, a species where foraging success is positively influenced by the distance covered daily. We showed that juveniles are able to use favourable winds as soon as the first month of independence, but cover shorter distances daily and spend more time sitting on water than adults during the first two months after fledging. These reduced movement capacities do not seem to be the cause of higher juvenile mortality. Moreover, juveniles almost never restrict their movement to specific areas, as adults and immatures frequently do over shelf edges or oceanic zones, which suggest that the location of appropriate areas is learned through experience. Immatures and adults have equivalent movement capacities, but when they are central place foragers, i.e. when adults breed or immatures come to the colony to display and pair, immatures make shorter trips than adults. The long duration of immaturity in this species seems to be related to a long period of learning to integrate the foraging constraints associated with reproduction and central place foraging. Our results indicate that foraging behaviour of young albatrosses is partly innate and partly learned progressively over immaturity. The first months of learning appear critical in terms of survival, whereas the long period of immaturity is necessary for young birds to attain the skills necessary for efficient breeding without fitness costs.

1. Introduction

Explaining the mortality of juveniles and immature individuals is fundamental to the study of population demography and persistence of endangered populations, since the mortality of young individuals can be a limiting factor for the dynamics of age-structured populations [1]. Overall, the mortality of young individuals is much higher than that of adults in animal species (e.g. for fishes [2], for large herbivores [1], and for seabirds [3]). After independence, young naive individuals often disperse over long distances and are difficult to track and locate and can be more vulnerable than adults to some threats (for example, juveniles can be more susceptible to mortality in fisheries [4,5]). Therefore, improving our knowledge of the factors influencing young individuals’ mortality appears to be of major interest to life-history theory, population ecology and conservation biology in general. One of the most recognized hypotheses invoked to explain higher levels of juvenile and immature mortalities compared with adult mortalities was proposed by Lack, and then developed by Ashmole [6,7]. They suggested that young individuals, combining lack of experience and physical immaturity, had inferior foraging skills compared to adults. A period of learning of foraging skills would thus occur during the immaturity phase, possibly associated with an improvement in physical condition [7,8]. By ‘learning’, we here mean a change in behaviour resulting from experience [9]. In particular, learning of foraging techniques during immaturity has been studied in primates [10], bears [11], dolphins [12], seabirds [3,13,14], and...
insects (e.g. [15]). The study of learning behaviours during immaturity raises important questions about innate and learned behaviours, and the evolutionary [16], social [17] and memorization [9] processes involved. Learning processes can result from individual experience [3,14,15] or can also imply a transfer of information between conspecifics: this is generally considered as ‘social learning’ [10–12].

The occurrence of a learning period during the immaturity phase can have implications other than higher levels of mortality in young individuals: for many long-lived animals, the age at first reproduction is delayed well after the age at which individuals are physiologically mature [7,18]. ‘Deferred breeding’ has been observed in mammals and seabirds in particular [19–21], and Ashmole [7] suggested that the age at first breeding would depend on the rate of improvement of foraging behaviours during immaturity, and thus on the complexity of the foraging skills required for successful breeding. Thus, early breeding would be too costly to be advantageous in terms of fitness because individuals have to hone their foraging skills. MacLean [13] showed in three species of gulls that immature individuals foraged less efficiently than adults, and that age at first reproduction was related to performances during the immaturity phase.

Very few studies have focused on juvenile foraging behaviour (but see [3]) because of the difficulty of tracking young individuals for long periods. This is particularly true for pelagic species. Wandering albatrosses Diomedea exulans (L.) are large pelagic seabirds for which the foraging behaviour of adults is now well documented [22–24], but still little is known for individuals during their first years of independence [5]. It is a long-lived species [25] with an extended period of immaturity (mean duration: 11 years [26]). During the first year of independence, juveniles disperse alone over very long distances [5]. Since wandering albatrosses rely on widely dispersed resources whose distribution is mostly unpredictable in space and time (they mainly scavenge for dead squid floating on the surface [27,28]), the foraging success of individuals depends on a maximization of daily distances covered [22]. To do so, the foraging strategy of wandering albatrosses relies on very low flight costs, made possible by the dynamic soaring flight whereby individuals optimize the orientation of their movement with wind direction, birds strongly favouring tail and side winds [29].

In this study, we compare for the first time to our knowledge, the movements of a long-lived pelagic animal at the successive stages of its life by tracking with satellite transmitters naïve juveniles (first year at sea after fledging and being independent of parents), immatures (age 3–10 years) and adult wandering albatrosses. By comparing the foraging behaviour of young, inexperienced individuals with that of mature, experienced adults, we addressed two main questions: (i) are there differences in movement performances between age classes, especially daily distance covered, and use of wind, and can we detect progressive change suggesting that the juvenile and immature phases involve learning? and (ii) do individuals of different age classes use similar habitats?

2. Material and methods

(a) Bird locations and environmental data

Field studies were carried out on Crozet (46° S, 52° E) and Kerguelen islands (49° S, 70° E). Between 2001 and 2010, 77 wandering albatrosses (23 juveniles fledging from the colony, 21 immatures aged 4–8 years, which have not yet been recruited, and 33 adults older than 7 years with at least one breeding attempt) were fitted with Argos satellite transmitters (Platform Terminal Transmitter, PTT 100, Microwave Telemetry, Columbia, USA) powered with a battery and working in continuous mode, or powered with solar panels and working with duty-cycles. Transmitters were fixed on back feathers using adhesive tape, and the mass of devices (18–52 g) represented less than 1% of the mass of the birds. Immature and adult individuals were sexed from plumage characteristics, breeding duties and morphometric measurements, and juveniles using a molecular sexing method [30]. Survival of juvenile individuals from their departure to their first return to the colony is known for Possession Island individuals, since the entire population is monitored annually [31], and 95% of juvenile wandering albatrosses return to their birth colony to breed [25]. Since juveniles from Crozet were equipped in 2001, they are likely to have returned to Crozet at least once if they are still alive, as immatures first come back to the colony on average at the age of six [32]. So that data can be comparable, data obtained from transmitters working in continuous mode were re-sampled to obtain the same cycle period as for duty-cycled transmitters, i.e. 10 h ON and 24 h OFF. To check whether the resampling interval could impact the results, we also performed analyses with a resampling cycle of 5 h ON and 24 h OFF, and found that it did not change the results (see the electronic supplementary material, table S2 for details). All Argos locations (classes A, B, 0, 1 to 3) were used, but unrealistic positions were filtered out by removing locations obtained at less than 10 min intervals, because the distance a bird could travel during this short time was that of the inherent error of the locations, and by removing those with an estimated speed above 90 km h⁻¹, following a filtering procedure described in the study of MacInnes et al. [33]. Locations were then related to local conditions (bathymetry, sea surface temperatures (SSTs), wind and position of sun, see the electronic supplementary material).

(b) Movement types

We consider two states: (i) when birds are central place foragers from colonies (adult breeding birds and immatures), and (ii) when birds (adults, juveniles and immatures) are not foraging from a central place. When they are breeding, wandering albatrosses are central place foragers: in January–February, during the incubation period, birds use typical long foraging trips, either looping or return trips [29]. Immature birds, when they return to land prior to recruitment in January–February, also use this central place foraging behaviour at sea between periods spent on land for display. This behaviour, here called ‘central place foraging’, is used during a few months in January–March. After this period, immature individuals disperse without returning to land, as do juveniles when they fledge and adults during their sabbatical year [32]. At this time, birds engage in large-scale movements not connected to the breeding sites and three types of behaviour can be distinguished. To be able to compare these movements between adults, immatures and juveniles, we had to separate for each individual the different types of behaviour, as was suggested by Turchin [34], and we used a specific rule of thumb to do so (e.g. figure 1). The ‘restricted foraging’ behaviour is a small-scale movement taking place over a restricted area, smaller than 100 km in diameter, performed for at least three successive days. During restricted foraging, the individual continuously changes flight direction, with angles between global directions separating consecutive days smaller than 90° (figure 1a). The ‘large-scale loop’ is a behaviour where individuals regularly change flight direction (as for ‘restricted foraging’ with change in direction being determined by an angle smaller than 90° separating the directions between three
consecutive days), but birds operate over a zone larger than 100 km, which generally extends over several thousands of kilometres in diameter (figure 1b). Finally, the ‘transit’ behaviour is a typical large-scale and linear movement; we considered that the angle separating the direction of an individual between consecutive days should not be less than 90°, and this for at least three consecutive days (figure 1c).

(c) Movement description parameters

Using scripts developed with R v. 2.15.1 [35], several parameters were calculated at the individual level, for each month spent at sea since departure from the colony, and per movement type. In the analyses concerning movement description parameters, only the ‘large-scale loop’ behaviour was used, because this type of movement was used by all the stages of the life cycle, and by most individuals, whereas the other two behaviours were limited to some individuals. Daily distances covered (kilometres) were calculated as the total distance covered during the month while performing ‘large-scale loop’ behaviour, divided by the duration in days. To differentiate periods when the individual is flying or sitting on the water, a threshold of 18 km h⁻¹ was used, considering higher speeds as flying birds [36]. Only periods when the transmitter was working continuously were included in the calculation of the percentage of time spent sitting on water. For ‘central place foraging’ movements, several standard parameters were calculated to be compared between adults and immatures; total duration of the trip to sea, total distance covered, maximum distance from the colony and mean daily distance covered. All statistical analyses were performed using R v. 2.15.1 [35], and in particular the ‘nlme’ package [37] and following procedures described in Zuur et al. [38]. See the electronic supplementary material for details.

3. Results

(a) Habitats and movement types of juveniles, immatures and adults outside the breeding season

Distributions of locations for bathymetry and SSTs encountered at sea were significantly different between all stages (figure 2; Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests, p < 0.0001, except for the comparison of bathymetries between immatures and adults: D = 0.049, p = 0.010). Juveniles preferentially used oceanic zones more than 2000 m deep and were restricted to sub-tropical waters, characterized by SSTs of 17°C on average. By contrast, adults were found over shelf edges, and sub-Antarctic as well as sub-tropical deep waters. Immature birds were intermediate, using more shelf edges and sub-Antarctic waters than juveniles (figure 2).

Juveniles almost never used the ‘restricted foraging’ behaviour; they spent 5% of their time using this type of behaviour (figure 3), but it was a more frequent behaviour for immatures and adults (31% and 24% of their time respectively): the effect of the stage on the proportion of time spent
performing this type of behaviour was significant (Kruskal–Wallis test, $H_2 = 10.9, p = 0.0043$). All stages spent the same proportion of time doing ‘transit’ behaviours ($H_2 = 2.6, p > 0.1$). There was a significant effect of the stage on the proportion of time spent doing ‘large-scale loops’ ($H_2 = 12.8, p = 0.0016$); juveniles spent more time doing this type of behaviour than adults and immatures (77%, 40%, 47% of their time, respectively).

In cold waters (with SST less than 12°C), juveniles still undertook the least amount of restricted foraging (juveniles, 0%; immatures, 14%; adults, 22%), as in warm waters (juveniles, 5%; immatures, 14%; adults, 25%). It was also the case in deep waters (more than 2000 m deep; juveniles, 4%; immatures, 29%; adults, 16%) and in shallow waters (juveniles, 8%; immatures, 41%; adults, 31%). The effect of the stage on the proportion of time spent doing restricted foraging behaviour was significant in cold waters (Kruskal–Wallis test; $H_2 = 6.1, p = 0.047$), in deep waters ($H_2 = 12.5, p = 0.0019$) and in shallow waters ($H_2 = 7.1, p = 0.028$), but not in warm waters ($H_2 = 0.4, p > 0.1$).

(b) Movement description parameters

For these analyses, parameters were calculated per month spent since the departure from the colony, and only for ‘large-scale loops’ behaviours. Over the six first months spent at sea since the departure from the colony, juveniles significantly increased daily distances covered, from $169 \pm 40$ to $254 \pm 68 \text{ km d}^{-1}$ (mean ± s.d., likelihood ratio test on the ‘month’ effect: $L_1 = 26.12, p < 0.0001$, see the electronic supplementary material, table S1, linear mixed model (LMM) 1), and decreased the proportion of time spent sitting on water, from $76 \pm 21\%$ to $49 \pm 28\%$ (mean ± s.d., $L_1 = 41.0, p < 0.0001$; electronic supplementary material, table S1, LMM 2). Juvenile females covered greater distances per day and spent a smaller proportion of time sitting on water than juvenile males (mean ± s.d. daily distance covered by juvenile females: $235 \pm 70 \text{ km d}^{-1}$, for males: $200 \pm 61 \text{ km d}^{-1}$, likelihood ratio test on the ‘sex’ effect: $L_1 = 7.8, p = 0.0053$; mean proportion of time spent on water by juvenile females: $58 \pm 28\%$, by males: $69 \pm 25\%$, $L_1 = 10.9, p = 0.0009$; see the electronic supplementary material, table S1, LMM 1 and LMM 2, respectively). Juveniles from Crozet covered greater distances per day and spent less time on the water than juveniles from Kerguelen (mean daily distance covered by Crozet individuals: $240 \pm 67 \text{ km d}^{-1}$, by Kerguelen individuals: $191 \pm 61 \text{ km d}^{-1}$, LMM, likelihood ratio test on the ‘site’ effect: $L_1 = 9.1, p = 0.0026$; mean proportion of time spent sitting on water by Crozet individuals: $58 \pm 28\%$, by Kerguelen individuals: $70 \pm 24\%, L_1 = 10.2, p = 0.0014$; see the electronic supplementary material, table S1, LMM 1 and LMM 2 respectively).

For all months spent at sea, including the first month following the departure from the colony, juveniles used preferentially tail and side winds (Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests, comparison of monthly distributions with the uniform distribution between 0 and $\pi$, all $p < 0.0001$ except for the first month, $D = 0.11, p = 0.014$). There was a significant difference in the use of wind between the first and the second months (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, $D = 0.14, p = 0.014$; figure 4), as juveniles seemed to increase the use of tail winds after the first month, but no significant change occurred after (Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests, all $p > 0.1$). This change in the orientation of juveniles regarding wind direction did not seem to be due to a change in the characteristics of wind field: a linear mixed model on the wind strengths encountered did not retain the ‘month’ effect (likelihood ratio test on the ‘month’ effect; $L_1 = 3.0, p > 0.1$), and there was no difference in the distributions of wind orientations between the two first months spent at sea (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, $D = 0.11, p > 0.1$).

When taking into account all three stages (juveniles, immatures and adults), there was a very significant

![Figure 2. Distributions of (i) bathymetries and (ii) SSTs of locations for (a) juveniles ($n = 20$ individuals), (b) immatures ($n = 13$) and (c) adults ($n = 7$).](http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/Downloaded from http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/)

![Figure 3. Mean proportions of time spent by individuals of each stage performing each type of movement behaviour, per month, during sabbatical phases (juveniles, $n = 23$; immatures, $n = 19$; adults, $n = 8$).](http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/Downloaded from http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/)
interaction between the variables ‘month’ and ‘stage’, when explaining daily distances covered (likelihood ratio test on the interaction term ‘stage : month’: $L^2 = 32.8$, $p < 0.0001$, see the electronic supplementary material, table S1, LMM 3) and proportions of time spent on water ($L^2 = 15.0$, $p = 0.0006$), suggesting that the difference between juveniles on the one hand, and immatures and adults on the other hand, depended on the number of months spent at sea since departure from the colony (figure 5). Juveniles reached levels of distances covered daily and proportions of time spent on water similar to that of adults as quickly as the third month since fledging (figure 5). All stages taken together, males spent significantly more time sitting on water than females (mean proportion of time for females: $56 \pm 29\%$, for males: $63 \pm 26\%$; likelihood ratio test on the ‘sex’ effect; $L_1 = 6.4$, $p = 0.012$; electronic supplementary material, table S1, LMM 4), but there was no significant effect of the sex on daily distance covered (mean daily distance covered by females: $273 \pm 127$ km, by males: $252 \pm 116$ km; $L_1 = 1.5$, $p > 0.1$; electronic supplementary material, table S1, LMM 3). To check whether the interaction terms ‘stage : month’ were still significant if we controlled for latitudes, we performed additional LMM retaining only points north of $42^\circ$S, which showed that the interaction term ‘stage : month’ was still significant (for daily distance covered: $L_2 = 28.42$, $p < 0.0001$, for proportion of time spent on water: $L_2 = 15.49$, $p = 0.0004$).

Juveniles and immatures flew with similar wind orientation, but significantly differently than adults (Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests, juveniles versus immatures: $D = 0.053$, $p > 0.1$, juveniles versus adults: $D = 0.18$, $p < 0.001$, immatures versus adults: $D = 0.16$, $p < 0.001$). Juveniles and immatures favoured tail and side winds, whereas adults favoured mostly side winds (figure 6). However, when controlling for latitudes (performing the comparisons for locations with latitudes north of $42^\circ$S), there was no difference in wind orientations between the different stages (Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests, all $p > 0.1$).

(c) Central place foraging loops for adults and immatures

There were significant differences between immatures and adults during central place foraging trips. Adults made longer trips, covered longer total distances and had a tendency to reach greater distances from the colony (table 1). However, there was no significant difference between immatures and adults in daily distances covered (table 1).

(d) Juvenile survival and movement description parameters

Out of the 13 juveniles equipped on Crozet, 10 survived until their first return on land and their transmitters worked for...
110.35–360.05 days, three did not return and their transmitters stopped after 61.02–83.53 days, suggesting that the birds died during the first three months at sea. Considering large-scale looping movements used by all birds, no significant difference was detected between juveniles surviving or for daily distances covered (surviving, 246 ± 68 km d⁻¹; dying, 203 ± 47 km d⁻¹); on the first six months at sea: likelihood ratio test on the ‘survival’ effect: \( L_1 = 0.00006, p = 0.099 \) and proportion of time spent sitting on water (surviving, 56 ± 28%; or not, 71 ± 26%; on the first six months at sea: likelihood ratio test on the ‘survival’ effect: \( L_1 = 0.0066, p > 0.1 \). There was no significant difference in the use of wind between juveniles surviving or not (comparison of the distributions of angles between flight track and wind direction, Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, \( D = 0.063, p > 0.1 \).

### 4. Discussion

#### (a) The juvenile phase

This study is one of the first to compare foraging movements of a marine predator during the different stages of its life cycle. We showed that during the first two months spent at sea, juvenile individuals cover shorter daily distances, and spend a greater proportion of their time sitting on water, than later and older individuals. However, they reach values similar to those of adults as early as the third month since independence, suggesting a progressive improvement of movement performances during the first two months since fledging. Given the strong relationship between daily covered distances and foraging success in this species [22,27,28], juvenile individuals are therefore very likely to have inferior foraging skills to adults during their first two months spent at sea. These inferior movement performances could be explained by a lack of experience of optimal behaviours and/or physical immaturity. This result is consistent with a study by Yoda et al. [14], which showed that juvenile brown boobies improved their flight abilities during their first month after fledging. Similarly, juvenile European shags compensate for poor foraging success by foraging for a higher proportion of the day in the four first months after independence, compared with adults [3].

However, immediately after fledging, juvenile wandering albatrosses favour tail and side winds, i.e. they are able to orientate themselves regarding wind direction similar to adults, in a way that minimizes the instantaneous energy expenditure [29], even if there seems to be a slight difference between the first month spent at sea and the following months. This is an important result, since wandering albatrosses rely on this orientation strategy to minimize the energy cost of flight [29]. Therefore, the preferred orientation of movement regarding wind direction does not seem to be the result of a long learning process but is rather an innate component of the flight behaviour of albatrosses.

The main difference between juvenile and adult wandering albatrosses in their movement abilities is not in their use of wind, but in the higher proportions of time spent sitting on water. Juveniles progressively reduce the time spent on water and increase the time spent in flight, thus searching for food. The reason for this increase is not clear, but may be related to a progressive acquisition of flight competence or to the increasing necessity of birds to find food, since when they fledge, they have a certain amount of fat reserves that can sustain them for a few weeks [39].

---

**Figure 6.** Proportions of flight tracks where (a) juvenile \( (n = 15 \) individuals), (b) immature \( (n = 11 \) individuals) and (c) adult \( (n = 5 \) individuals) albatrosses were flying with various wind orientations; from tail winds to head winds, during ‘pelagic’ loops’ behaviour.

**Table 1.** Wilcoxon rank-sum tests on the ‘stage’ (immatures versus adults) effect for description parameters of central place foraging loops, mean values for immatures and adults (only one loop was considered per individual).
A second major difference between age classes, and especially between naïve juvenile birds and older birds, is in the habitats foraged and the proportions of time spent performing different types of behaviour. Juvenile individuals almost never do ‘restricted foraging’ behaviours, whereas it is a frequent behaviour for immatures and adults. This is still true when we control for the temperature conditions, when we consider behaviour only in warm waters or cold waters. This could suggest that the localization of specific zones, favourable to this kind of behaviour, is learned by experience. Indeed, adults perform ‘restricted foraging’ mainly over shelf edges and oceanic mounts, which are characterized by higher levels of productivity and predictability than oceanic waters [28]. This was confirmed by our data: 77% of the time levels of productivity and predictability than oceanic waters was spent carrying out ‘restricted foraging’ behaviours by adults over waters less than 2000 m deep, and juveniles spent less than 10% of their time over shallow waters, compared with 17% for immatures and 25% for adults. Moreover, Weimerskirch et al. [23] showed that this type of behaviour is probably triggered in adults by the recognition of favourable foraging areas rather than by a prey finding event, which suggests that individual experience and environment knowledge have to be gained to be efficient. Our data support this hypothesis: when juvenile individuals performed ‘restricted foraging’ behaviours, only for 38% of time was it over favourable areas, i.e. over waters less than 2000 m deep. Moreover, juveniles spent less time over shallow waters than adults and immatures. This accords with the idea that young individuals have to learn to recognize areas of high predictability to perform this kind of behaviour.

Juvenile individuals are mainly found in warmer areas than adults [5,26], in sub-tropical zones, less windy, therefore less favourable to flight [29,40], and less productive [41], suggesting the use of separate areas by different age classes selected to reduce intraspecific competition [5]. Resource partitioning in marine vertebrates between age classes has been shown for emperor penguins [42] and southern elephant seals [43]. This phenomenon, also referred to as ‘ontogenetic niche shift’, plays an important role in defining the total niche width for some species [44]. One important factor is that when they leave the colony, juvenile wandering albatrosses are heavier than adults [39]. This higher mass is generally considered an advantage since it represents energy stores for the first months of life. However, it might also reduce the flight capabilities of birds by increasing wing loading. Juvenile wandering albatrosses are not likely to experience this disadvantage, because it is compensated for by longer wings than adults [39]. As a result, juveniles experience lower wing loading than adults, and this could be an adaptation to flight in sub-tropical zones, much less windy than sub-Antarctic zones favoured by adults [39,40].

Those juvenile birds that did not survive until recruitment died during the first three months spent at sea. Surprisingly, we detected no statistically significant difference in movement performances between juvenile individuals surviving and those dying. This suggests that the increase in daily distances covered and the decrease in the proportion of time spent sitting on water over the first three months spent at sea are due to individual improvement, and not to the death of least efficient individuals. Juvenile mortality could be explained by other factors, such as body condition at fledging [39], but our limited present data do not support this hypothesis (H. Weimerskirch 2013, unpublished data). Moreover, we acknowledge that our results do not directly measure foraging success (by measuring daily food intake, for example), but use movement performance as an indicator. Other factors, such as ability to detect prey in flight, since a large majority of the prey caught is detected when in flight by wandering albatrosses individuals [23], and different prey handling, could have implications on foraging success, explain juvenile mortality and involve longer learning periods than what is apparently necessary to acquire efficient movement foraging skills. For example, MacLean [13] showed that immature gulls are less efficient than adults at prey detection and prey capture.

(b) The immature phase

Whereas we detected several differences in the foraging zones and movements between juveniles and older birds, the differences between immature birds and mature adults were more subtle.

No statistically significant difference in movement performances, as measured by daily distances covered and proportion of time spent sitting on water during ‘large-looping’ behaviour, was detected between immatures and adults. This result raises the question of whether the long period of immaturity in this species is a period of learning, as generally considered [7,20]. In the waters surrounding the colony, high levels of competition are likely to occur, and the level of dominance between adults and young individuals could play an important role. Indeed, in a situation of direct competition, immature individuals may be rejected by adults, and the level of dominance has been shown to impact on deferred breeding for other species [21]. Moreover, we showed that in a situation of central place foraging, immature individuals make shorter trips, cover smaller total distances and tend to attain shorter maximum distances from the colony than adults. This could be explained by the fact that immature individuals do not yet have to deal with the constraints of reproduction. Indeed, reproductive adults have to acquire and store sufficient energy reserves to stay on the nest without food supply for long periods, when their partner is at sea [45]. Therefore, even if immature individuals have similar movement performances to adults, the fact that they return to the colony and perform incubation-type loops expose them to higher competition with congeners than far from colonies. Thus, immature might have to acquire sufficient experience of the specific constraints of central place foraging before their first reproductive attempt [20]. In particular, they have also to acquire resources not only for themselves, but for reproduction, i.e. to provision the offspring and store reserves for incubation fast.

5. Conclusion

Our results indicate that learning processes occur during the immaturity phase; juvenile individuals reach adults’ movement performances within the first three months of independence, and almost never perform ‘restricted foraging’ behaviour, which is a frequent behaviour for immatures and adults performed over specific areas whose localization seems to be learned by experience. Inferior movement performances and the non-occurrence of ‘restricted foraging’ behaviour suggest inferior foraging skills of juvenile individuals. However, lower levels of movement performances do not explain higher levels of juvenile mortality. Similarly,
movement performances alone do not explain the duration of the immaturity period in this species, but the acquisition of experience for central place foraging, specific to the reproductive phase, is likely to be a major factor, as well as the learning of the marine environment around the breeding grounds. However, some aspects of albatrosses’ behaviour seem to be innate, as during the initial dispersal phase (which we did not study here), juveniles followed inherited preferred routes to the north [5]. Moreover, it is worth noting that a crucial aspect of wandering albatrosses’ movement behaviour, the orientation towards wind [29], seems to be at least in part innate, as juvenile individuals master it as soon as their first month of independence, without parental teaching phase and without post-fledging social learning, as juveniles leave the colony alone. Since wandering albatrosses are probably using olfaction for prey detection [46], it would also be interesting to examine with fine-scale studies of movements whether they use this sense during the early phase of their life. Further studies should compare these results with other species, especially other seabirds, to better understand the evolution of innate and learned parts of foraging behaviour and its ontogeny. These questions are particularly pertinent to be able to explain how late breeding, in terms of lifetime benefit, outweigh the fitness costs.
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